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Genetics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2005
Reveals the connections between genetics and specific diseases
Understand the science and the ethics behind genetics    

Want to know more about genetics? This non-intimidating guide gets you up to speed on all the fundamentals. From dominant and recessive inherited traits to the DNA double-helix, you get clear explanations in...
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Network+ Certification Study Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
This book’s primary objective is to help you prepare for and pass the required Network+ exam so you can begin to reap the career benefi ts of certifi cation. We believe that the only way to do this is to help you increase your knowledge and build your skills. After completing this book, you should feel confi dent that you have thoroughly...
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Dynamic Learning Dreamweaver CS3O'Reilly, 2007
Dynamic Learning: Dreamweaver CS3 is like having access to a top-notch team of your very own instructors. Written by product experts and trainers who have produced many of Adobe's training titles,  the book takes you step-by-step through the process of learning to use Dreamweaver X like a pro. 
  
  This full-color book is...
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Coaching Made Easy: Step-By-Step Techniques That Get ResultsKogan Page, 2003
Have you ever wanted to make change happen more easily? Do you want to harness the power of coaching? If so help is at hand, as the simple three-step process in this book can help anyone become a coaching expert.

Easy to understand and apply, the authors’ ABC technique will give you a solid understanding of what to do and when to...
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Learning Cocoa with Objective-C, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
Based on the Jaguar release of Mac OS X 10.2, this new edition of Learning Cocoa covers the latest updates to the Cocoa frameworks, including examples that use the Address Book and Universal Access APIs. Also included with this edition is a handy quick reference card, charting Cocoa's Foundation and AppKit frameworks, along with an...
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Designing Social Interfaces: Principles, Patterns, and Practices for Improving the User Experience (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
From the creators of Yahoo!'s Design Pattern Library, Designing Social Interfaces provides you with more than 100 patterns, principles, and best practices, along with salient advice for many of the common challenges you'll face when starting a social website. Designing sites that foster user interaction and community-building is a valuable...
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Facebook: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		Facebook's popularity is skyrocketing, drawing more than 400 million people to this combination online village green, personal website creator, and souped-up address book. But one thing you won't get when signing up is a printed manual. Enter Facebook: The Missing Manual, Second Edition -- the witty, authoritative...
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eBay For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Expert advice helps seniors find bargains and make money on eBay


	eBay is a great place to help seniors find bargains or supplement their income by selling items. This book offers the basics on buying or selling on eBay with confidence in a format that's ideal for the senior audience, including a larger print format than...
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Flex 4 in Action: Revised Edition of Flex 3 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Flex 4 in Action is an easy-to-follow, hands-on Flex 4 tutorial. Revised and updated from the previous edition on Flex 3, this book is chock-full of examples, goes beyond feature coverage, and helps readers put Flex to work in real day-to-day tasks. This book helps Flex developers make their Flex applications stand out from...
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Elastic BeanstalkO'Reilly, 2011

	Thank you for picking up a copy of this book. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk is one of
	Amazon AWS’s services. It offers a platform for easy deployment of web applications.
	The first version of Elastic Beanstalk handles Java applications running in a Tomcat
	container. Deploying an application has been made as easy as uploading your WAR...
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Using Microsoft Access 2010Que, 2010

	This book is for anyone comfortable using a personal computer who needs to collect
	and manipulate information. Experience with Microsoft Access 2010 or an earlier
	version of Access is helpful, but not necessary. The book takes the user from the
	basic techniques on how to use Microsoft Access 2010 to a strong...
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Joomla! Templates (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Joomla! is one of the best known Open Source content management systems with many hundreds of thousands of applications in the most varied areas of use. It offers the best possible conditions for implementing a comprehensive and accessible Web presence. Thousands of extensions for almost any purpose are freely available. The developer and...
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